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Oil & Gas Public Hearing – After more than a year, the Tennessee Department of 

Environment and Conservation is finally moving forward with their rulemaking on tank 

battery setbacks and landowner plugging bonds. The final redline rules may be viewed on 

the Department’s website by following this link.  

The public hearing will be held August 28th at 1c/2e at field offices across East and Middle 

Tennessee. Please note that the primary hearing site is being moved from the Knoxville 

Field Office to TDEC’s Oak Ridge Environmental Field Office, Grand Conference Room 

761 Emory Valley Road, Oak Ridge, TN 37830. This change is necessitated by ongoing 

renovations at the KFO.  

TOGA previously solicited comments regarding the proposed changes from the 

membership and received generally positive responses to the proposed rules. If you have 

specific thoughts on the rules, please contact Roxanne Reiley so that your perspective 

can be incorporated into the association’s comments. Individuals and companies are 

also encouraged to response independently to the rulemaking by the September 14 

deadline. All comments should be addressed and submitted to Mike Burton.  

Draft Underground Injection Control Regulations – TOGA has received an advance 

copy of Underground Injection Control regulations under consideration by the Department. 

These regulations have not yet gone on public notice, so the final draft may differ from the 

current version.  

One of the major changes contained within the proposal is the expansion of what rules will 

be used to identify violations of pollution into the ground water. As it stands now, the rules 

say that well operators must control for contaminants into “primary drinking water.” 

However, under the proposed rule, operators could be in violation of TDEC’s anti-

degradation statement as well. This change appears in several places throughout the 

proposal.  

The draft rules also propose to restrict permitting in several ways, including changing the 

duration of Class II and III wells from the lifetime of the project with reviews every five 

years to renewals every five years, mandating Class II and III wells to meet the 

requirements of the Tennessee Hazardous Waste Management Act, substantially revising 
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the permit transfer process and requiring that financial obligations have been met prior to 

beginning injection while expanding the list of actions the permittee must be financially 

responsible for.  

But there are also suggestions to loosen up other aspects of the rules. For example, the 

Department suggests reducing the radius of review from one mile to a quarter of a mile, 

removing a provision to submit plats of wells with the Register of Deeds, clarifying that 

minor permit modifications don’t have to go on public notice and reducing the application 

completeness review from 60 to 30 days.  

In addition, the proposed rules would also make several typographical changes, add and 

edit definitions and update surety bonding amounts to correlate with new the Oil and Gas 

regulations.  

Since the rules are not yet up for public notice, there is plenty of opportunity for TOGA to 

address our concerns with the Department. So, please let us know your thoughts! 

MONTHLY DRILLING PERMITS – The monthly reports for new drilling permits for the 

states of Tennessee and Kentucky can now be found as PDFs in the members’ only 

section of the TOGA website. This year’s password is Hydrocarbon2018.  

 


